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When planning the design 
of our new home, we 
definitely could not 

overlook the kitchen.  One of my 
favourite features of our custom 
kitchen is the pantry!  It’s hard to 
believe something like a pantry can 
make me smile when I walk in…but 
it does!  
When building something custom and unique in your 
home, create it to suit your needs and lifestyle.  You will 
not regret it, and it should make things easier for you.  I 
love that when I walk into our pantry, everything is laid 
out neatly and organized.  I no longer have to go to my 
basement to fetch a large platter or extra bulk food I 
purchased; it is all there!  

I want to share with you a few ideas I had, that you can 
implement in your kitchen or pantry.  After we installed 
the wire shelves, I bought several wire under shelf units to 
put produce and extra items.  These units hook on better 
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or call 1-800-940-3447

 Dig Safe  
Contact with a buried  
natural gas or electrical  
line can cause serious  
injury or even death.
If you’re building a fence, 
planting trees or shrubs,  
or planning any project that 
involves digging, send a line 
locate request at least three 
working days before you plan 
to start. Manitoba Hydro’s 
underground lines will be 
marked free of charge.
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to wood shelving, but all I did was loop a zip tie onto the 
back and attach it to the shelf it was hanging from to keep 
it level.  

Another great 
o r g a n i z a t i o n a l 
item I added were 
plastic sponge 
holders you find 
at the dollar 
store.  I removed 
the suction cups 
from the back and 
screwed them 
into the wall (could work inside a cabinet as well).  These 
were perfect for the dip and sauce packets I have.  The 
side section was perfect to hold the chalk for my chalk 
wall as well!  

I love the chalk wall I painted in the pantry.  I framed it out 
in matching trim to my cabinetry to give it a more finished 
look.  Our whole family likes to use the chalk wall for our 
shopping list, notes to each other or just to draw on!  

I ordered a custom decal from VM Designs in Rivers for 
a fun, yet functional addition to my pantry.  Why not 
customize something in your space to make it extra special 
for you!  I loved the measurement conversion char t for 
the pantry and feel it is very practical, as I like to bake a 
lot and this will come in handy!  

For an added bonus, we installed a motion sensor light 
switch for this room.  It is very convenient to not have 
to turn the light on and off when we pop in to grab 
something, and we conserve energy as we are not leaving 
the light on too long. 

When customizing you space, think about the needs of 
you and your family.  With careful research and design, you 
can create a space your very own as well!

 

custom Vinyl Decal, Vm Designs, rivers mB.


